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CALGARY, ALBERTA, CANADA, March

13, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Will

Canada experience a period of

stagflation? Is the Canadian middle

class at risk? 

In  a new report by Omnigence Asset

Management, the following economic

variables are examined and modelled

to explore these questions: inflation, real GDP growth, real GDP growth per capita, regulatory

policy, capital flows, current account, productivity, fiscal account, gross debt, household savings,

capital formation, population growth, demographics, dependency ratio, currency, housing

supply, housing, investment, and energy costs.

For a complimentary copy of this report, visit omnigenceam.com.

Who is Omnigence Asset Management?

Omnigence team members act as principals of the GPs of a series of alternative funds focused

on finding unique sources of return across a board spectrum of strategies. Core members of the

team have been investing together since 2007 with a track record of generating returns for both

institutional and retail investors. We prefer novel and underinvested segments of the alternative

universe in which to deploy capital. We seek to access strategies that might otherwise might not

be on the radar of most investors. Smaller can often be beneficial. Less financialized market

segments often exhibit higher returns and better capital deployment prospects due to reduced

competition and useful correlation benefits and reduced volatility when compared to more

mainstream alternative asset classes.

DISCLAIMER Our reports, including this paper, express our opinions which have been based, in

part, upon generally available public information and research as well as upon inferences and

deductions made through our due diligence, research and analytical process. The information

contained in this paper includes information from, or data derived from, public third-party

sources including industry publications, reports and research papers. Although this third-party

information and data is believed to be reliable, neither Omnigence Asset Management nor its

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://omnigenceam.com/is-canadian-growth-dead/


agents (collectively “Omnigence”) have independently verified the accuracy, currency or

completeness of any of the information and data contained in this paper which is derived from

such third party sources and, therefore, there is no assurance or guarantee as to the accuracy or

completeness of such included information and data. Omnigence and its agents hereby disclaim

any liability whatsoever in respect of any third-party information or data, and the results derived

from our utilization of that data in our analysis. While we have a good-faith belief in the accuracy

of what we write, all such information is presented “as is,” without warranty of any kind, whether

express or implied. The use made of the information and conclusions set forth in this paper is

solely at the risk of the user of this information. This paper is intended only as general

information presented for the convenience of the reader and should not in any way be

construed as investment or other advice whatsoever. Omnigence is not registered as an

investment dealer or advisor in any jurisdiction and this report does not represent investment

advice of any kind. The reader should seek the advice of relevant professionals (including a

registered investment professional) before making any investment decisions. The opinions and

views expressed in this paper are subject to change or modification without notice, and

Omnigence does not undertake to update or supplement this or any other of its reports or

papers as a result of a change in opinion stated herein or otherwise.
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